Analysis of healthy and tumour DNA methylation distributions in kidney-renal-clear-cell-carcinoma using Kullback-Leibler and Jensen-Shannon distance measures.
DNA methylation is an epigenetic phenomenon in which methyl groups get bonded to the cytosines of the DNA molecule altering the expression of the associated genes. Cancer is linked with hypo or hyper-methylation of specific genes as well as global changes in DNA methylation. In this study, the authors study the probability density function distribution of DNA methylation in various significant genes and across the genome in healthy and tumour samples. They propose a unique 'average healthy methylation distribution' based on the methylation values of several healthy samples. They then obtain the Kullback-Leibler and Jensen-Shannon distances between methylation distributions of the healthy and tumour samples and the average healthy methylation distribution. The distance measures of the healthy and tumour samples from the average healthy methylation distribution are compared and the differences in the distances are analysed as possible parameters for cancer. A classifier trained on these values was found to provide high values of sensitivity and specificity. They consider this to be a computationally efficient approach to predict tumour samples based on DNA methylation data. This technique can also be improvised to consider other differentially methylated genes significant in cancer or other epigenetic diseases.